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Harlequin recently put out the call for Bree articles,
so I decided to put together a list of conceptual
pointers that might help put those order-specific
instructions you get elsewhere into context. Since
the game occurs in four realms (tactical, economic,
diplomatic, and characters), we'll summarize lessons
learned in each area over the next four issues.
Assuming, of course, that Harley actually prints
this thing and I don't get shouted down by an angry
group of sweaty gamers! Let's give it a go with
armies first; I hope you find something
useful among all this rubbish!
Armies
The first and
foremost lesson
on the topic of
armies is obvious
yet
often
forgotten: it is
better to attack
than defend. If
you try to cover
all
of
the
possibilities,
your armies will
spend their time on endless patrols
and will never approach your enemy's
nation. Think first of how you are going to massacre
your foe, then plan your movements to intercept
any attackers as best you can while on your way to
his pop centers. With that in mind, let me further
refine this point to read: it is better to attack pop
centres than armies. Pop centers are highly
predictable in both combat value and location. You
won't waste time chasing them down and when you
do get there you will do lasting hurt to your enemy.
And yes, I have seen folks design complete
campaigns around the destruction of an enemy's
army, leaving his nation intact to make more troops.
This leads straight to my next talking point:
speed kills. All too often, grandiose plans designed
to amass thousands of troops over three or four
turns collapse when commander X was assassinated
or army Y had to be dealt with. Armies are there to
be used, put those money-grubbing buggers to work!
Attack your foe much and often, momentum does
exist and once you have it you will be hard to stop.
Oh, of course there are times and targets that require
massed force, but, generally speaking, you are better
off sending 1000 guys now than 3000 guys in two
turns. Less time sitting on your heels means less
time on the payroll, fewer turns for assassins, and
quicker subjugation of your enemy.
Next I'd like to address the philosophy of
economy of force. That is to say, use only as much

force as is required to get the job done. If you have a
huge army, send it to do huge army things (crush cities
and raze capitals). If your army is big and the only
targets in the area are towns and villages, split it up and
hit multiple targets at once (again, speed kills). The
corollary statement to this concept is use multiple small
armies where targets are available. Multiple small
armies can take multiple routes to the same target or can
hit several different targets. Your opponent can't cover
all the avenues and targets (nobody ever can). He
can tie down and frustrate your large armies
for turns with small blocking
forces: not so with
multiple small armies.
When your opponent
does catch the small
armies he will butcher
them
wholesale:
unfortunately he will
still be trying to chase
down the ones that got
through his defenses
when the next wave of
troops hits his shores.
I've always been
amused by monkey
style Kung Fu, a fascination that leads me to
call the next lesson: do the Drunken Monkey.
Monkey style is successful because it is unpredictable.
The erratic motions tend to confuse a foe, leading him
to block punches that are never thrown and open to
kicks that were not seen. It is almost always possible to
line up an army so that it has at least two potential
targets. Think about what you would like your
opponent to do and send out dummy icons to get that
reaction. (Meanwhile, your real attack can approach by
an alternate route). Throw out 'lightning rod' forces for
enemy patrols to hit, and then let the real attack skulk
in by a different route.
Finally: know your opponent. Everyone has a
dominant playing style. You should be able to make a
reasonable call on the type of player you face in three
turns (Suicidal, Aggressive, Methodical, Whimsical,
Sluggard). If you haven't encountered your foe in three
turns, that says something as well. You should also
know your own style and pull something completely
out of character on occasion (a Crazy Ivan for you
submariners).
I hope these guidelines have proven useful.
While not specific moves and order sequences, they
might make a useful list to use as a touchstone every
other turn or so. Are you playing defensively? Could
your attack come sooner? What type of guy am I facing?
How big does this force really need to be? All of these
are things you need to be considering when attempting
to maximize the impact of your armies.

New
games
Waiting List: When I get all 25 (or
24 for Gunboat) nations into the
game I will allocate you your choice
of nation from the list of nations
that you have sent me - please send
multiple nation choices. Upto 2
nation game: play 1 or 2 Aligned
nations, or one Neutral nation.
The following new games are
filling up.
FA: 1000
[Game 42]
2 week turnaround
6 nations available. So far we have
D: 2(+3), G: 7, N: 6 (+2K). Need
3 more DS, 1 FP and 2 N, OR
4DS, 2FPS.
TA: 1650 Gunboat
[Game 19]
Two week turnaround.
12 duos of nations available.
TA: 1650
[Game 16]
Two week tunraround
17 nations still available.
TA: 2950
[Game 235]
2 week turnaround
10 nations available.
BofA
We need experienced players as
mentors for new players in BOFA
Note please ask for variant games
we can try to get you opposition
for them if you are interested mostly Grudge teams though - if I
get 10 players for any single type
of game then I will put it up for
general availability below and push
it.

Contact MEPBM Games for
the latest details!

Middle Earth
Games

Modified Allegiance
Comparison Tables: part 1
by Brian D. Mason
When Tom Walton wrote "Allegiance Comparison
Tables" which appeared in "From the Mouth of
Sauron" (#3) for the 1650 game, and I did it for the
2950 game in issue #35 of that e-publication, we
made certain simplifications which I'd like to here
modify.
As originally presented, the tables were created to
see the balance of the game in key areas and regions
of the game and to see what sort of comparisons can
be made between the various alliances.
There are certain simplifications that were made at
that time that can here be refined. But, even with
this refinement simplifications are still made which
may or may not apply to the specific game in which
you find yourself.
The greatest simplification is possibly the regional
characterization. Tom defined Eriador as the region
west of the Misty Mountains, Mirkwood as that
containing the Forest and the surrounding area and
everything else was cobbled together as the Mordor
region. In writing this update, I trifled with ideas of
subdividing regions. For example, the Harondor
region, which in 1650, could be Quiet Avenger,
Corsairs, Haradwaith, and Easterlings. However, as
many of these conflicts occur in or near the sea, it
seemed inappropriate to leave Southern Gondor out
of the mix. Another idea was that of splitting nations
proportionately in the regions where they have
population centers and/or armies. For example, in
2950 the Witch-king could be represented in both
Eriador and Mordor.
In the end, it was decided not to do this. In retrospect,
the decision to keep a nation in the specific region
where it is most involved in combat is probably the
wisest course of action. However, it is probably
best to do a total alliance comparison rather than
regional alliance comparisons. Eight or nine years
ago (eh gads!) when those articles were originally
written email communication and total team
cooperation was not as prevelant as it was today, so
you might only communicate regularly with those
allies in your immediate area. The situation has
definitely altered with agents and emmisaries often
being sent first to work out of their region where,
presumably, the relations have not been modified
and the chances of success are greater.
While the tax base was correct the number is now
expressed as the more realistic 40% of taxable
income, as this is where all nations start. The
justification for doing this is to add the not
insubstantial column of expected gold production.
For example, the Free People have 251% of the tax
revenue of the Dark Servants at game start. However,
when gold production is taken into account this
advantage shrinks to 173%. Still substantial, but now
not as overwhelming. As another example,
considering only taxes Northern Gondor produces
136% of that produced by Haradwaith. However,

when expected gold production is taken into account
Haradwaith actually produces more than Northern
Gondor.
Another factor is that gold production is produced in
quantites that, while adjusted for climate, are not
affected by population center size. In other words,
when you upgrade a gold producing camp to a village,
while all other produce will show a 20% reduction in
production, gold will remain the same. Therefore, to
get a new baseline on gold production, it is based on the
same as other factors which show game-to-game
variation: the sample nation setups found on Bobbin's
website (http://www.middleearthpbm.co.uk/).
Therefore, a new average, per hex type, adjusted to
100% climate production would be 2055 gold per
mountain hex and 1451 per hill & rough hex (which,
interestingly, is 2055 per hex with a 70% chance of gold
production). The average gold production, per nation,
have been determined using these averages after adjusting
for a yearly climate average.
The pdf files on Bobbin's website are also used for
starting army capabilities, character skill levels, and
artifact skill levels, these startups the values given in
these pdfs are taken (and in some cases rolled back to
the turn zero position). However, it should be
understood that individual game startups can see
variation from these values.
Resource base is modified to take into account the
average climate normalized production of the typical
production type. For example, a camp (resource base
of 5) with average climate of "severe" and predominant
production is inorganic (i.e., metals) would have a
climate normalized resource base of 2 (5 * 40%). As a
nother example, consider a town (resource base of 3)
with average climate of mild with organic production
(leather, food, timber, mounts) would have a climate
normalized resource base of 2.7. For this, terrain
classified as hills & rough are the most difficult to
classify as they can produce both organic and inorganic
material. In the end, the modified resource base was
taken from "The Database on Climate" (From the Mouth
of Sauron, issue #35) which defined the climate regions
and assessed each nation based on the production
adjusted by type and for climate. In this, hills and rough
were classified as half-organic and half-inorganic.
The previous army strengths gave consitution when it
differed, but when determining army strength these totals
did not reflect troop training and weapons, commander
skill rank, possible combat artifacts or fortifications.
What has been done here is give the actual army strength
and constitution. Due to this, the actual effect of getting
all your combat artifacts (a separate column) involved
can be properly assessed. For these calculations, nation
climate, nation terrain, troop terrain, and troop tactic
are all taken to be 100, while relations is 125% (hated).
Both total army vs. army strength and total army
constitution are provided. Army vs. pop center strength
(typically about 75% of army vs. army) is not included.

staNd-by
PositioNs
Drop-outs available - don't forget
you get a free turn for taking
these up!
E [Early] = 0-10 turn,
M (Midgame]= 11-20,
L [Late game] = 21+,
[A= Aligned if a Neutral, N= not
aligned if a Neutral]
P = Postal and Email game,

BoFA
1000:
2950:
1650:

None
None
None
Witch King (e),
Rhudaur (e)
Gunboat: None.

grduge
games
We need opposition for ...
1000: None
1650: Chris Guerra (10 DS),
Richard Devereux * (12
DS, +10 pt skill
addition)
2950: Richard Devereux (12
DS, optional +10 skill
point addition).
Maybe WotR.
* Flagship Challenge Cup
Check out the front sheet / turn
email for all the latest news on
positions available!

Flagship
Flagship Magazine welcomes
comments on games from
everyone, not just subscribers: all
comments received go into a hat
and may win the writer a free copy
of the magazine! Send your
thoughts on Middle Earth to:
carol@pbmgames.com

News from Bree
Artwork in issue 25 was
provided by ...
page 1: David Wyatt
page 4 (top): Victor Sneep
page 4 (lower): Abe Papakhian
page 9: Greg & Tim Hildebrandt
page 11: Frank Frazetta
We are always looking for
articles, preferably around the
900 word mark (this avoids
editorial cutting). If you feel
inspired, please write to ...

nfbree@yahoo.co.uk

Again, character points list all available for a nation.
With stealth only counted if a character has agent
skill. The total number of character points can be
misleading as they may be artifically inflated by
characters with virtually worthless `10' ranks in some
skill areas. Also, characters with skill in four areas
(e.g., Cirdan, Khamul) can hardly be expected to
utilize all four skill areas in a given turn. Artifacts
list the total skill bonuses and combat bonues for
the nation. Again, these are all based on Bobbin's
starting pdfs. (see Table 1)

Table 1
# Region
Tax
Gold
-- -------- ----- ----1 Mirkwood 11000
1306
2 Mordor
20000
2612
3 Mordor
15000
0
4 Eriador
19000
6530
5 Eriador
20000
1451
6 Mordor
45000
5434
7 Mordor
30000 11028
8 Mirkwood 21000 11684
9 Mirkwood 23000
0
10 Eriador
19000
4063
11 Eriador
18000
1850
12 Mirkwood 12000
5464
13 Mordor
6000 10408
14 Mordor
11000
4860
15 Mordor
7000
4171
16 Mordor
5000
9248
17 Mordor
8000
8837
18 Mordor
6000
7398
19 Mordor
6000
5035
20 Mordor
10000
7809
21 Mordor
24000
6892
22 Mordor
33000 17920
23 Eriador
15000
3948
24 Eriador
15000
2612
25 Mordor
23000
3482

RB Army Str Con
CP
co,ag,em,ma
cbt
---- ----- ------ --- -- -- -- --- ---23.0 19548
32550 350
0, 0, 0, 0
0
18.2 19674
34440 300
0, 0, 0, 0
0
22.5 47880
97920 310
0, 0, 0, 0 1000
29.3 20421
44700 340 60, 0, 0, 0
0
22.7 16476
31290 300
0, 0, 0, 0
0
43.6 62274 113921 480 55, 0, 0, 0
500
27.0 34788
70620 410
0,30, 0, 0 1000
17.0 38350
77400 350 50, 0, 0, 0 3750
13.3 15327
17220 600
0,45, 0, 25 1500
19.4 11834
15660 960 20, 0, 0, 95 4250
11.5 25252
41160 610 60, 0,30, 35 4750
13.3 19305
32490 650
0, 0, 0,105 3750
17.1 21328
42240 490 45,15, 0, 25 3500
15.9 21810
42390 360 30, 0, 0, 0 1500
18.6 15466
29100 410 10, 0, 0, 10
500
22.6 19232
36840 410
0, 0, 0, 55
500
16.1
8712
14928 440
0, 0, 0, 0 1750
20.6 20933
29130 370 10, 0, 0, 0 1500
19.6 29966
55350 440
0,60, 0, 15 1000
17.0 20315
31440 650 25,40,25, 35 3000
15.0 18189
26280 530
0, 0, 0, 0
0
34.7 18511
30570 290
0, 0, 0, 0
0
26.8 20235
39090 370
0, 0, 0, 0 1500
18.1 25478
46680 290 25, 0, 0, 0
0
18.1 29578
47520 330
0, 0, 0, 0 1250

The relative strength comparisons are made in five
key areas: income (tax and expected gold), climate
adjusted resource production, combat offense (which
includes all combat weapons), combat defense, and
character points (which includes attribute effecting
artifacts). As before, the list provides that of the
Dark Servant relative to the Free Peoples. (see Table
2)

Relative Strength Comparisons (Table 2)
Region
Eriador
Mirkwood
Mordor
Total
Eriador
Eriador
Eriador
Mordor
Mordor
Mordor
Mordor
Mordor
Mordor
Mordor

w/
w/
w/
w/
w/
w/
w/
w/
w/
w/

Income Resource
33%
27%
29%
22%
90%
133%
60%
76%
Rhudaur
Duns
both
Corsairs
Harad
Easterlings
21&22
21&25
22&25
all 3

58%
60%
85%
114%
130%
111%
154%
135%
150%
174%

53%
65%
90%
146%
164%
149%
177%
162%
180%
193%

Offense
30%
38%
102%
73%

Defense
17%
32%
89%
63%

CharPts
61%
52%
250%
121%

78%
71%
119%
113%
113%
121%
124%
132%
132%
143%

68%
60%
111%
97%
98%
104%
107%
112%
113%
122%

78%
81%
99%
284%
269%
271%
302%
305%
290%
323%

News from
ME Games
UK Face to Face
Okay I have 23 that are up for it.
So if you are interested then do
please get in touch. Ideally we need
around 22 players so we're pretty
set but can probably squeeze in
one more.
Date: Friday 23rd Jan - 3pm start
until Sunday 25th Jan 5pm finish.
MEOW
We've finally got MEOW (Middle
Earth Order Writer) created and
uploaded to our website.
(Download page). If you are able
to download and use this that
would be a great help in speeding
up your order creation, reducing
errors and helping us to provide
you with a better service. It's a
stand alone product and should
work on most machines - but if
you get a problem then do please
get in touch.
This works similarly to
Automagic (which requires Excel
to use) and although it doesn't have
some of the snazzy extras that AM
has it should make your life as a
player a lot simpler.
Thanks and hope to see your
MEOW turns soon!
Game Winner Certificates
GWCs revisited - we're now
sending out GWCs for any games
that have ended from April '03
onwards. With it you should get a
certificate, a badge (coloured as
follows - FP Silver, DS Gold,
Neutral Bronze; Red background
for 1650, Green for 2950, Purple
for 1000 and Black for Bofa) and a
small card appropriate to your
nation (or nations). None of the
above have any in-game value but
provide you with plenty of
bragging rights. Player response
to the badge is that they're great!
:-) Before you ask we WON'T be
sending them out for before April
'03 - sorry.

Middle Earth
Games

Adding gold production certainly makes the disparity
less than it was previously. Climate adjusted
resource production is also an improvement for the
Dark Servants, though the difference here is less.
The offense and defensive strength of their armies is
less, even taking into account their advantage in
combat artifacts. The differences in army weapons,
armour, training and morale can be seen to account
for this. Finally, the characteristic not tabulated
before, character points, shows a clear Dark Servant
advantage, especially when one takes into account
artifacts. The result is to make even more pressing
the need for rapid Free People action in Eriador and
Mirkwood, where they hold a marked advantage and
for the Dark Servants in Mordor where the opposite
is true.
Considering the 12 vs. 12 grudge allignment
(Corsairs and Dunlendings join Free People,
Haradwaith and Rhudaur join Dark Servants,
Easterlings eliminated) the summary results (Table
3) are:
Table 3
Region
Eriador
Mirkwood
Mordor
Total

Income
35%
29%
105%
66%

Resource
44%
22%
144%
84%

Offense
53%
38%
102%
77%

Defense
45%
32%
91%
69%

CharPts
70%
52%
201%
115%

Finally, considering the "gunboat alignment" (now
Corsairs are Dark while Harad is Free).

Table 4
#
Tax
1/ 7 41,000
2/ 8 41,000
3/10 34,000
4/22 52,000
5/ 9 43,000
6/23 60,000
11/15 25,000
12/21 36,000
13/17 14,000
14/18 17,000
16/19 11,000
20/24 25,000

Gold
RB Army Str
12,334 50.0 54,336
14,296 35.2 58,024
4,063 41.9 59,714
24,450 64.0 38,932
1,451 36.0 31,803
9,382 70.4 82,509
6,021 34.1 40,718
12,356 28.3 37,494
19,245 33.2 30,040
12,258 36.5 42,743
14,283 42.2 49,198
10,421 35.1 45,793

Con
CP
103,170
830
111,840
650
113,580 1270
75,270
630
48,510
900
153,011
850
70,260 1020
58,770 1180
57,168
930
71,520
730
92,190
850
78,120
940

co,ag,em,ma
0,30, 0, 0
50, 0, 0, 0
20, 0, 0, 95
60, 0, 0, 0
0,45, 0, 25
55, 0, 0, 0
70, 0,30, 45
0, 0, 0,105
45,15, 0, 25
40, 0, 0, 0
0,60, 0, 70
50,40,25, 35

cbt
1000
3750
5250
0
1500
2000
5250
3750
5250
3000
1500
3000

Evaluating the various gunboat combinations is
certainly beyond the scope of this article (especially
considering the authors experience with this style of
play), however, it is hoped that the combined
parameters may be helpful for other players of this
format. The 12 vs. 12 gunboat utilizes a different
distribution of neutrals than the 12 vs. 12 grudge.
The Free Peoples have the more exposed, but more
powerful Haradwaith and their is a more even
distribution of naval power (which has not been
considered in these comparisons) with the Corsairs
joining the Dark Servants. Given the multiple
regional fighting by gunboat teams, regional
comparison are not made. The total team comaprisons
are listed in Table 5 ...

Table 5
Region
Total

Income
60%

Resource
70%

Offense
79%

Defense
71%

CharPts
114%

CoNtaCtiNg
the mePbm
offiCe
UK: Office A, 340 North Road,
Cardiff, Wales, CF14 3BP
TL: 029 20913359
[dial code 011 44 2920 for US players.
10am-6.30pm UK time (BST - British
Standard Time); 5am-1.30pm (EST)]

FAX: 029 20625532
EM: me@middleearthgames.com
USA: PO Box 280, Medford, OR
97501-0019, USA
Phone & Fax: 541-772-7872 (105pm weekdays) (fax24hrs)
AUSTRALIA:
PBM Enterprises, PO Box 278,
Emerald Victoria, Australia 3782
Phone & Fax: +61 3 5968-5652
WEBSITES
www.middleearthgames.com
www.harlequingames.com
EMAIL LIST
Check out the websites (above) for

more information.

PaymeNts
Payments to Middle Earth PBM
Games not Harlequin. 5% charge
for UK Credit card payments &
you can pay directly through our
website (World Pay [WP] will
appear on your statement).
You can also set up a monthly
payment with us for a SET amount
taken from your credit card at the
beginning of each month. Ask for
more details if interested.
If your account is low funds
there will be an administration
charge of £1 for the first turn, and
50p for subsequent turns on Low
funds.
Note that CC payments are
accepted in the following
currencies: UK£, US$ & AUS$ as
well as some other currencies.

News from bree
My thanks to everyone who has
sent articles. I am still looking for
more though! Please try to keep
your articles to about 900 words
(or shorter), otherwise I may have
to edit you severely!
Editor: Colin Forbes,
2A Guinea Street, Exeter, Devon
nfbree@yahoo.co.uk

Hall of Fame
Game 36
Congrats to all - whew what a fun game! :-)
Winners:
1st SG/Wood 1433 + 1650 = 3083 John Welty
2nd Sind/Card 1350 + 1233 = 2583 Clint Oldridge
3rd Nold/Eoth 1267 + 850 = 2137 Mark Anthony
=4th Arth/ Harad 1250 + 750 = 2000 Ian Wood
=4th Dunl/NG 725 + 1250 = 2000 Oystein Tvedten
6th NMn/Dwarve 500 + 1167 = 1667 Tony Ackroyd
Thanks for playing
Clint
Game 57
collated by Brian Mason
Game 57 resulted in a victory for the Free. The
primary reason for the victory was the teamwork of
all players. All players were extremely generous with
gold, artifacts, and population centers needed by
others in the team.
While there were certainly significant losses,
while players were displaced, none were loss and
our team of thirteen players (the ten original Free
plus the three neutrals who joined us: the Corsairs,
Haradwaith, and Dunlendings) were all active and
punching hard when the game ended.
Our weakest link was poor play by our starting
Northern Gondor player. Not communicating with
the team and making poor plays would have spelled
doom for us all, but the Eothraim stormed the
Morannon, drawing a good bit of ire from Mordor,
and occupying their forces. By turn ten Northern
Gondor had been replaced by a competent player
(who completed the game), and while it was still
reeling and never regained the powerhouse status it
started the game as, was a potent and vital force.
Nonetheless, the strike by the Eothraim had severe
consequences, for once this was spent Rhovanion
was left to the Dark Servants. Eventually, the
Northmen lost all their starting pop centers and were
held in the game through the generosity of Southern
Gondor. Though they did score a major coup when
they were able to kill Uvatha, the Long Rider himself.
Meanwhile, in Mirkwood effective army and
character play by the Woodmen, Sinda, and Dwarves
were making quite a difference. Early on, the first
two formed agent companies, and with the aid of the
Southern Gondor agent artifact was able to meet and
kill Ji Indur at the Ring of the Wind encounter, taking
this choice artifact as an added bonus. This company
then went to Sarn Goriwing, killing Khamul, and
taking the Cloak of the Abyss (which was used quite
effectively against the Dark Servants) as the Dark
Servants were trying to form their first curses
company. The military danced and avoided conflict
where it was not desired, first removing the army
threat at Dol Guldur and then later going back to
capture it, along with all other Dragon Lord holdings
in Mirkwood by turn ten. In between they joined in
the final evisceration of Rhudaur.
Rhudaur joined the Dark Servants early, and on
turn three, seeing the vulnerability of Arthedain to
conquest, the Noldo traded pop centers providing
Arthedain with a backup capital. The Noldo later
hid Fornost Erain with the Mantle of Doriath in the
face of a large invading force of the Witch-king and
Rhudaur, though, this only delayed the inevitable as

Fornost fell on turn six, though by turn sixteen it was
again under an Arthedani banner, as the Rhudaur/Witchking offensive ground to a halt under attacks of the
Dunlendings, Noldo, Cardolan and Arthedain.
Meanwhile, Arthedani forces invaded Angmar,
destroying or capturing four towns. The core of
Rhudaur was conquered by combined forces of
Cardolan, the Dunlendings, Arthedain, Dwarves, and
Sinda. An influx of gold from Haradwaith kept
Arthedain afloat and fighting through the midst of this.
By turn seventeen the Witch-king had collapsed. On
Turn eighteen Carn Dum, now in the hands of Rhudaur
was captured. Mt Gram fell to Cardolan about this
time as well. The economics eventually proved the
downfall of several of the Dark Servant nations,
certainly the Witch-king, who had pushed his economy
to the brink and then over it. (Early in the game, the
Dark Servants were crowing about sell prices being
high, and it was THEN that we really paid attention to
the market and caused a downward spiral which was
only halted by the two software blips when the available
food got above 250,000 units.)
Elrond beating a dragon (Klyaxar, turn fifteen) in
single combat was pretty cool, too.
After the Witch-king and Dragon Lord were
eliminated we had a good game of 13 vs. 10 for a while,
and it came close to a more equitable 10 vs. 10 as both
the Northmen and Eothraim were pushed quite severely
in Rhovanion and Northern Gondor nearly ran out of
characters.
By turn ten we had secured promises of the
Corsairs, Harawaith and Dunlendings to join us as a
team. Prior to officially flipping there were some
signifcant moves on the seas in the south as the Quiet
Avenger, by encountering neutral navies, was prevented
from securing key artifacts at sea (Collohwesta) which
were located by the Free and given to the Neutrals.
The factors causing these three neutrals to allign
with us are complex. The early decision by Rhudaur
played a part - the desire to maintain play balance. The
Dark Servants had many successes early on, and joining
the Free seemed to make the game more interesting,
plus the darned cheerfulness of the Free Peoples which
was maintained even after they lost their capitals.
The Easterlings play was quite unpredictable. His
comments were quite provocative and his moves on
land seemed designed to encourage the Free to attack
him. He started the war with an attack on the Corsairs,
not knowing of the relationship that had developed
between the Corsairs and Haradwaith was soon faced
with more than he could handle. His moves in
Rhovanion, though, met with much more success.
The Quiet Avenger met with more than he could
handle facing attacks on the land from the Harad,
Corsairs, Sinda, and Southern Gondor and the Quiet
Avenger navy was put out of action in a fabulous sea
battle with Southern Gondor.
Apart from brush fires, Eriador was secure and
Arthedain and Cardolan began moving forces eastward.
At this time, though, the threat to the Woodmen capital
was imminent from the Dark Liuetenants who had
burned their way through the east side of Mirkwood
and now were one turn from the Woodmen capital,
however eight turns and four battles later the Woodmen
succeeded in delaying Gothmog’s Locomotive including
dragons and whittled it down tosomething resembling

The Wind of
Change
by Richard Devereux
WotR is three this year! WotR
stands for War of the Ring and is a
variant of the Middle-earth 2950
game.
Why introduce a variant?
Because, when I played 2950, I
was disappointed to find a much
smaller economic base than in the
original 1650 game. This not only
makes 2950 a smaller game, but
also makes it impossible for players
to field the numbers of trops
mentioned in Tolkien's writings.
For example, Rohan brought 6000
cavalry to the Battle of the Pelennor
Fields, and Sauron's armies were
certainly numbered in thousands
rather than hundreds.
For the record, in the Return
of the King film, Jackson created
an army of 200,000 orcs!
The nice people at Harlequin
Games (as it was then - now ME
Games) kindly allowed me to play
around with the 2950 scenario to
bring the overall population centre
base up to 1650 levels, thus
creating a stronger economic base
and making it possible to field
armies closer to the size which
Tolkien described. I also made a
few changes to character skills,
where GSI had gone against
Tolkien's writings and it improves
the game to go with Tolkien.
Other players suggested that
all DS should have extra starting
gold, and some DS nations should
start with bigger armies and these
suggestions were adopted too.
Since its launch three years
ago, WotR has been played to a
conclusion at least 4 times (maybe
more, I've lost count), and all of
the feedback has been favourable.
Naturally a few minor tweaks have
been suggested, not least that the
extra troops added should have an
appropriate amount of extra food!
The biggest single fault with
2950 (including WotR) is that
nobody ever wants to play Rhun
Easterlings. Only once can I recall
this nation being played in WotR
(at my insistence!) as DS when it
was wiped off the board in the first
few turns by, it has to be said, a
very efficient FP team.
Rhun is NOT a viable neutral
in either version of 2950 so WAKE UP AT THE BACK! - I
propose one major and a few minor
changes to the Rhun setup to make
it playable specifically in WotR but
maybe also in straight 2950.

Thomas the Tank Engine. Arthedain, meanwhile,
marched in the wake, taking or destroying two major
towns in the northern ranges of mountains, and
Cardolan across the belt of Mirkwood joining the
war with the Dwarves, Eothraim, and Dunlendings
raging about the major towns of the Eothraim in
conflict with the Long Rider, Easterlings, and Dark
Lieutenants, as well as a furious character assault
which saw the Sinda/Woodmen mount a spirited
character defense and saw the Noldo curses company
make their firstkill. We had VERY effective doubles
here and elsewhere and were locatingtheir prime
characters quite often which allowed pre-emptive
action sometimes.
The Corsairs crept over the southern mountains
into Mordor, and while it cost them commander after
commander to assassination, they always seemed
to have enough in the army as they moved at will
along the plains of Mordor destroying undefended
major towns. A surprise assault by the Fire King
from the West of Southern Gondor was quickly
identified and stymied by troops of the Southern
Gondor and Cardolan while the Dunlendings (who
seemed to be participating in the combat on all fronts
simultaneously) acquired the Major Town with his
emissaries.
Then the resurgent Northmen, Arthedain,
Cardolan, Northern and Southern Gondor stopped
the last Dark Servant (Rhudaur, Ice and Fire King)
thrust west of Anduin and were pushing through the
Ithil Pass as the game drew to a close. In and around
Mordor, Arthedain acquired through emissary action
three major towns: Pelargir, Ostigurth, and
Morannon. By the end of the game the Dark
Servants (we believe) had two curses squads fully
operational while we had only one, though, in terms
of assassination-capable agents we were about even,
and in emissaries the Free seemed to have the upper
hand.
There is little doubt that the game could have
gone on much longer, and it was among the most
enjoyable games we have all had, though there was a
lack of suspense in the eventual outcome. While we
had to deal with unfortunate drops and player
changes (Northern Gondor), the Dark Servants had
to overcome a change in the Cloud Lord player at a
crucial moment as well and lost the re-acquired Ring
of Wind at this time. That the nations that were
punished the hardest and the most, the Northmen,
Eothraim, and Northern Gondor were not knocked
out can not be attributed to the fury of the character
assault. All were pushed to the brink. They all stayed
in due to the generosity of the other players in
providing backup capitals and gold, and to a Sinda/
Woodmen character umbrella at their capital giving
them protection to create characters when they were
almost out. No doubt the apparent DS inability to
knock out a single Free People position contributed
to the despair resulting in their eventual concession.
The thirteen individual nations came together and
played with a team-like spirit that I have not seen in
the best of pre-formed grudge teams.
What led to the Dark Servant collapse? What
event or events caused it? The simultaneous collapse
of their offenses in Rhovanion and Gondor? Taking
both Dog Lord major towns on successive turns
knocking him out? The unchecked assaults of the
Corsairs on the plains around the Sea of Nurnen? Or
that, despite all they threw at nations they, like a
boxer in the late rounds, always answered the bell?
We’re not sure what it was, we are just sure of our
own team-spiritedness and the part in played in our

eventual victory.

ME 73 report or, Invisible Man blows Clouds away.
by Richard Devereux
I do not pretend this is a balanced history. As we
all know, history is written by the winners, and I write
this from the perspective of the Noldo, who were on
the winning team.
Game 73 was a 1650 game with 10 nations a side:
Rhudaur, Harad and Easterlings were eliminated. FP
lost Cardolan but gained Duns, DS lost Quiet Avenger
but gained Corsairs. This disposition was the brainchild
of the DS team. We FP lost out militarily swapping
Cardolan for Duns, but we gained better agents with
double scouting. The DS sacrificed Quiet Avenger and
her double-scouters for the blunt instrument of the
Corsair navy and economy. I thought at the time we
FP had the better deal.
The early game went quite badly for me in some
ways: Cirdan started off as an army commander at
Imladris, and got killed in a surprise challenge from
Khamul. Elrond was assassinated and I also lost
Elladan. On the other hand, I was lucky in finding
several artifacts within easy reach. This enabled me to
form an agent company with two assassins early on.
They enjoyed early success, taking out a roving WiK
army which had been plundering Dunland, and a budding
Fire King army which had popped up in the mountains
in rear of North Gondor’s capital. Reinforced by Dun
double-scouters, this company played a very
important role killing DS characters up to game end.
We decided to create a dragonslayer, the idea being
that the more dragons we could kill, the fewer there
would be for DS to recruit. I nominated Glorfindel.
The problem was, Noldo characters had to go and
collect most of the artifacts necessary to boost him to
sufficient rank to take on a dragon. This caused a big
delay in getting him off the mark. When at last he was
deemed to have sufficient challenge rank and got a dragon
encounter, I cleverly managed to give a wrong (if
humorous) response, and poor Glorf got beaten to
within an inch of his life!
I did better at the second attempt. At least I had
had the forethought to equip Glorf with a healing spell
so he got back into action quickly. Next time he met a
dragon, he gave the correct response and slew the beast.
Pain is a great teacher! The next dragon he met he
recruited (to the discomfort of the Corsairs, see below!)
but the one after that beat him up again. So, whatever
rank he was at that point (no I’m not going to tell you,
it’s still classified info) it obviously wasn’t good enough
to kill a dragon with certainty.
The Gondorian navies carried an invasion force to
Corsairland, surprised and destroyed one of the Corsair
navies, and the landed forces kept Corsairs occupied
for many turns. Meanwhile Laurence playing S
Gondor came up with a ‘Cunning Plan’ for storming
the Cloud Lord capital and guess what, it worked! I’m
not going to tell you how we did it, otherwise you’ll all
be trying it. Anyway, although Cloudy had a backup
capital, he went bust, so this attack put him out of the
game.
With perfect timing, Northmen cav armies rode
through Mordor’s Back Door and burned several pops
in the plains, which no doubt contributed to Cloudy’s
demise.
Arthedain and Dwarves, assisted at different times
by Noldo and Duns, were unable to eliminate Witchking, but nontheless kept him permanently on the
defensive until game end, which was good enough.

The major change is that 4408
becomes a Rhun city/fort with an
army (from 4014). This means that
whatever else happens, ALL
Rhun's pops can't be wiped off the
face of Middle-earth in half a dozen
turns.
OK now here is the crunch:
ME Games will only do the work
necessary to launch WotR Mark
II IF there are enough players to
support it. So, if you want to play
a game that's closer to Tolkien than
GSI's 2950, or you want to play
2950 but with bigger armies, or if
you just want to try a new
scenario for any other reason, tell
ME Games you want to play in
the next War of the Ring game!
Info on the current WotR setup
is available on the me website
www.MiddleEarthGames.com.
Any questions or suggestions
on the new setup, please send to
me at rd@pagan-47.fsnet.co.uk.

Sindar and Woodies stormed Goblin-gate and Dol
Guldur. A combined agent/em assault on Lug Gurzun
failed to take it (or eliminate Dragon Lord) due to
lack of resources.
I said that S Gondor stormed Cloudy’s capital,
despite the intervention of assassins and a sickness
squad. Unfortunately S Gondor had left nothing to
defend his homeland when the Corsairs (having finally
eliminated the Gondorian invaders) landed in S
Gondor, supported by massed emissaries and not a
few assassins, from several DS nations. At one point
the situation was critical, but a Noldo navy arrived
in the nick of time. Noldo and Dun agents got the
better of their DS opposite numbers after a bitter
struggle in the S Gondor capital, a Sindar/Dun curse
squad killed one Corsair army, and the arrival of N
Gondor and Dun armies sealed the fate of the invaders.
In the final battle, a N Gondor army cut off the
retreat of the last Corsair army, enabling the Noldo
army to catch up and destroy it with a bit of help
from Scorba the dragon.
The final series of blows was struck by huge
Sindar and Woodie heavy cav armies with many war
machines, supported by Dwarves, Northmen and
Eothraim. They crashed through Morannon, stormed
Durthang and were on the capitals of both Fire King
and Dark Lieutenants when the DS finally decided
to call it a day.
Well played all my team-mates. As usual we
survived a personality clash and a player dropping
and still came up trumps. Thanks to Travis and his
team for putting up such a good fight. Well done to
you guys too!
Game 114
by Dan Newman
Game 114 ended in locked combat! Turn 10 closed
this Battle of the Five Armies with all nations
surviving, with other unusual turns in the game:
- after an initial run at the Northmen capital, the
Free turned the tide to put constant pressure on the
Wargs and especially the Goblins. The Dark ended
in a defensive posture. The Northmen, Elves, and
Dwarves coordinated for continual assaults.
- though the game kept its military focus, agents
played a key role in later turns, with the One Ring in
the hands of the Dark (fare ye well, Bilbo and
Legolas!)
- Personal Challenges eliminated several characters,
beginning with some clever plays by the Elves, and
later, hampered others who used a precious order to
avoid them.
Nice play by all, three newcomers and two vets,
Chris and Dan, (who strongly recommend that other
old hands consider trying the BoFA scenario, which
rewards strategy in place of tactics.)
Wargs
J van de Merbel
Goblins
Dan Newman
Elves
Chris Guise
Nmen
Matt D Anderson
Dwarves
Douglas Bissonette

Game 136 (Gunboat)
Winners DS: placing as follows:
1st 15) + 11) 1550+ 1575 = 3125 Kim Andersen
2nd 19) + 16) 1400 + 1617 = 3017 Chris Wolf
3rd 13+ 17) 1217+ 1700 = 2917 Peter Deglopper
4th 12) + 21) 833+ 1317
= 2150 Mike Barber
5th 18) + 14) 400 + 925 = 1325 Scott Moyes

6th 20) + 24) 500 + 600xx = 1100 Colin Forbes
Woodmen / South Gondor reports ...
I had the Woodmen & South Gondor - lots of comments
below none intended to cause offence - it’s just how I
perceived the play in the game (and it’s really hard to
judge accurately what was going on).
I enjoyed the start immensly - I got plenty of
troops through the Ithil pass and got all the way to
3423 with my armies - bit upset not to see a single NG
army move with me - either he wasn’t getting in turns
for a while or the ds assassins were rather too effective
I did manage to send out a stupid amount of gold
as SG and I got enough timber to the NG capital for
him to build the bridge when it went down (it’s really
hard to rely on someone though - I sent 40000 gold
and 10k timber the turn I needed the bridge built but
man was I worried that NG wouldn’t have a
commander at the capital - or might not issue the build
bridge order.
My Woodmen on the other hand got off to a very
military start and the sindar player did a very good job
cleaning out the dragon lord popcentres from mirkwood
after I’d taken out the armies. Eventually got my agents
going with the SG ring - got one to natural 100 agent
rank by the end and had a very pleasant turn on the
FK capital - blowing through three (I think) guards to
steal their treasury dry and killing them all on the way
Think that’s about the highlights - lowlights were
that I’d gone very aggressive early on - aiming to weaken
mordor - hoping for reasonable recruitment from NG
and the Eothraim (who seemed a little under the
weather) which didn’t appear to materialise, so the
hoped for push on mordor died under the daggers of
the DS (well done guys) and I then started losing pop
centres to emissary action (always on my route through
my lands - ones with towers on that messed up my
army moves)
Eventually my SG nation was looking the poor
cousin to the woodmen starting position while my
woodmen were kicking in strong. The game looked
like it was going to drag on for ever though - and as I
was really busy with other games I let myself special
service - and then eventually dropped - the tide had
turned and steadfast DS play had beaten my aggress
early and suffer later style. I’ll give it another go some
time and hope that I’ll be up against some of the same
oppo - who made it a good challenge.
North Gondor & Dunland (Chris Geggus)
I was NG and the Duns. I’ve actually already wiped
my moves, but from what I can remember this was
difficult for NG from the word go. Twice I had the
bridge destroyed under me after the Woodies were
good enough to send me the timber. The first time
around I wasn’t prepared for the arrival of the timber
and it took me 2 (3?) turns to get it built and then once
the armies were through it was immediately destroyed
again. Right at the end of the game the timing of the
DSs was awesome - I built the bridge and the same
damn turn it was destroyed. I think it was at about
that time that I finally realised the game was lost.
NG were always struggling against a number of
small armies picking off outlying pop centres plus
some very efficient emi companies that were taking
centres virtually the whole game. The Duns did better,
but I was always a little behind in both armies and
characters. Plus I never found or captured a worthwhile
artifact the whole game. At the end of the game I held
the highest natural rank mage, but with nothing to use
him on.
My conclusion is that NG is hard to play if SG is

Flagship
Challenge Cup

Flagship magazine has agreed to
sponsor a Middle Earth PBM
Flagship Challenge Cup.
The cup will be 1650 12 vs
12 only and will initially be
decided between Richard
Devereux's team (see new Grduge
Games on p3) and whoever dares
take them on!
The team who wins this game
will hold the Flagship challenge
Cup. After consultations it has
been decided not to present an
actual cup to the team captain or
a team nominated "Best Player",
as it was felt this would be against
the whole teamwork aspect of the
game. Instead the cup will be
engraved with the team name
(please think of a suitable name
for your team if you do not
already have one). and kept at the
News from Bree offices. It will be
displayed at face to face games
and a picture will also be placed
on the web.
Members of the winning team
will receive certificates stating that
they have won the cup, a badge
and six months free subscription
to Flagship*. In addition, the
names of people on the winning
team will be published in Flagship,
and also displayed on the website
alonsgide the picture of the cup.
A scroll will be kept with the
actual cup at all times with the
names of the winners enscribed.
Naturally the winning team
may be challenged for the cup - in
fact if the Cup Holders do not start
a new game within 3 months of
the last game ending, they may
(at the discretion of ME Games
and Flagship) be stripped of the
cup - providing that a challenging
team can be found of course!
The defending team must
contain at least 7 players from the
12 that won the cup.
Any other rules are at the
discretion of ME Games and
Flagship as no doubt issues will
arise that we have not thought of
at the time of writing.
* Flagship are responsible for all prizes, not ME
Games.

following a different game plan. Nothing wrong with
that, it just makes it harder to work the most efficient
way. I enjoyed this game, as ever, so thanks to
everyone who played.
Ice King & Long Rider (Chris Wolf)
This was my first Gunboat game and it was so
enjoyable, I now play GB exclusively. I have to say,
I loved having the (selfish) freedom to simply plan
my nations’ orders, send them in, and watch the game
unfold, as opposed to feeling the need to worry about
all 12 members on my team and repsond to 100+
emails per turn. I really enjoyed having to extrapolate
my allies’ plans from their movements on the map
and then help where I could.
This game was dicey for the LR from the start,
with the EO/NM/DW coming in the backdoor and
burning my rear pops. Finally killed off a couple big
armies with agent power. BS did a stellar job of shoring
up the backdoor defenses and appeared to deal with
the rest of the forces that got through. DinO managed
to kidnap Mahrcared very early, and then proceeded
to fail nearly every agent action for the next year. LR
eventually took over most the Rhun area and helped
the IK take out the Eoplex. Thx to the DogL and BS
for sending armies into the fray in Rhovanion as well.
IK lost 3123 via threat early, forcing me to build
up a backup cap inside Mordor. Eventually took 3123
back and got the agent co. and recruiting centers up
and running. Built up pops in the Southern Misties
and sent forces into Fangorn toward the end. Finally
took the Eoplex and Minas Anor in the final turns of
the game. Would have rebuilt the 2924-3024 bridge
given another turn, but... c’est la vie. Got lucky when
I found the hidden City at 3112. Was able to then
reveal and land an IK army on it a couple turns later.
Sinda and WM - was working my way toward you
when this ended. Would have enjoyed the battles in
Mirkwood.
Kudos to the Noldo/EO for putting up such a
fight to save the Eo. Would love to hear from this
player. Your Curses/agent squads took out at least 3
uber-assassins and several other characters.
Northman & Dwarves (Glen Godard)
The game was unfolding very well for me early.
Started pressuring the LR sent a couple of throw
away Armies into Morder buring all I could as I went.
Did fail to stock enough food for the trip however,
will remember that for next time. Both economies
were good the grant from South Gondor was
fantasticly timed to allow me to continue building
characters. My Agent growth was ok and Emmi grow
in NM was solid. I loved the fights back and forth
anticipating the LR’s moves. Got caught a couple of
time with my pants down but felt I was giving better
than I got.
Then my Dad went into the Hospital and rapidily
the game went from fun to work. I was spending an
average of 8 hours every turn to prep them. After the
turn of events with my father I just couldn’t support
it. He’s out of the Hospital and Rehab Center now
and things are much better so I don’t regret the call. I
do apologize to my team mates things were looking
pretty good. I had hoped that considering the solid
state of the positions another player could be found
to take ‘em over.
I also loved the Gunboat style, but would prefer
to play in one which only has one position.

Game 76 - Endor falls to Darkness
by Jeppe Skytte Spicker.
Free People
Chris Wolf: Sinda & Woodmen
David Foreman; Dwarves & Northmen
Marilyn Fortin: Eothraim & North Gondor
Wes Fortin: Noldo & Arthedain
Paul Stratton: Cardolan & Dunland
Chris Terrell: Southern Gondor
Mark Mills: Corsairs
Dark Servants – Team Danish Vikings
Tommy Sonne Larsen: Dragon Lord, Dog Lord & Fire
King
Per Bovbjerg: Cloud Lord, Long Rider, Dark Lieutenants
& Harad
Jonas Lind: Quiet Avenger.
Jeppe Skytte Spicker: Witch King, Blind Sorcerer, Ice
King & Rhudaur
Turn 1-6: With an aggressive military campaign the DS
get the upper hand from the very beginning. By putting
many of the Mordor command artefacts on Uklurg,
FK threatens 3124 turn 2 and 3024 turn 6. The FP has
lost all pops east of Anduin river and wisely takes the
2924-3024 bridge down themselves turn 6. Our plan
was to line up armies to threat pops, rather than
capturing them a turn before, giving us a following
upper hand in army strength compared to the FP who
preferred to burn pops. Apparently the FP tactics was
to keep their artefacts (command artefacts in particular)
as fare away from our stinky, thieving hands as possible,
effectively taking them away from the action and out
of the game. The NW FP waits until turn 4 before
sending any troops against Rhudaur. Our first plan
was to curse the capital dwarf army marching on Goblin
Gate, but unfortunately our main curser, Dendra Dwar
is captured by Caranthir during a battle @ 3120 on the
way to 2410. To our luck, Din Othar kidnaps a solo
dwarven commander @ 2410 turn 3 saving Goblin Gate.
Our Miscreant Mirkwood Mastermind Tommy sends
Dragon Lords capital army east through Mirkwood
and Duran manages to destroy half the Eoplex (2912
and 3113) and threaten 3116 before he is destroyed
turn 7. Dol Guldur falls turn 4. The starting Eothraim
armies, that never does significant damage, are
destroyed one by one by Dog Lords starting capital
army that manage to burn 3612, pushing Eos losses to
three major towns turn 6. In the south Corsairs is being
pushed into the defence by QA/Harad that manage to
sink many FP ships with the help of one surprise
lucky challenge that take out half the SG ships. Only
in Angmar and Mirkwood the DS are not having the
upper hand, but the game is already decided at the
time.
Turn 7-12: The DS has secured ALL noteworthy
artefacts, and steals RoW, the only one the FP manages
to pick up, from Saerol. The only highlight from the
FP point of view is Tharudan assassinating Ji Indur @
2928 turn 8. The happiness is short. DS kills Tharudan,
Ringlin and a number of other FP characters turn 9,
getting Ji Indurs artefacts back, together with BotM,
RoI and E Mare Vardo, the last curse artefact for the
DS collection. The DS economy is good throughout
the game. Successful DS buyouts on BR and ST
combined with FP buyouts on MO and TI keeps the
prices extremely high, enabling the DS to field massive
armies that completely runs the FP over. Angmar is
starting to turn the tide and with a city/castle on 1910
the FP is shut off from an easy defeat of Rhudaur. Part
of the severe military caning of the FP is due to the

An Old
Chestnut
by Dave Tomley

A topic of conversation that comes
up quite regularly in these discussion
columns is 'how do we improve the
game? I thought that I might throw
my two pennies worth into the ring.
Having played many games of both
1650 and 1000 over the years I've
come up with many thoughts, then
discussed them with friends or on
message boards and had the flaws
pointed out to me, so here's the best,
simple changes which I think could
have a greater impact.
1650: Introduce the randomness of
artefacts from the 1000 game. It
should make things much more
interesting.
Both games. Don't limit agents in
the game, just change some of the
parameters of difficulty.
* Reduce the amount of gold stolen
to a maximum figure (1000?) After
all, how much can one person carry?
* If there are fortifications at a pop
centre then make it even harder for
the agent than it already is.
* Assassinations of army-based
commanders should have extra
difficulty according to the training
of the troops. The better the
training, the harder it gets because
of the better discipline of the guards.
Combat needs a greater random
element, just to reflect those
unexpected moments of heroism on
the battlefield that can turn the day.
The level of the characters present
could increase the chances of this
happening. For example, for each
character present in the army there
is a percentage chance that they will
act particularly heroically, thus
causing extra damage or saving
damage (in the same way that spells
work).
I also believe that morale and
training command levels and
equipment should have a greater
effect on a battle's outcome. How
often do we hear of the betterequipped, better-trained forces
overcoming much greater odds?
This could hopefully change the
way that some characters are used.
Instead of having to issue numerous
sell orders to get numbers into the
field, making sure that armies are
fed and equipped would increase in
importance and maybe some of the
lesser used orders might see the light
of day.
The game has already
developed enormously since I first
started playing in the way that
scenarios are put together. It would
be great to see a few changes to the
mechanics, just to change a few of
the existing strategies.

naming of a massive number of agents. Presumably
to counter DS agent activity in the later game.
Unfortunately a later game never comes. The FP
surrenders turn 12.
I would like to finish off this summary with a
remark from one of MEs gran’ old men, which game
76 was a typical example of: “A good coordinated
team always beats a less coordinated one”

Game 222, Dark Servants
This game was fast, furious, hard fought and I
found it, from my position of Ice King and Long
Rider, one of the most enjoyable games of Middle
Earth I've played in. Neutrals were split between
the sides with the Dark
Servants
choosing
Saruman, the Free
Peoples deciding on
Dunland and Khand and
the Dark Servants once
again neglecting the Rhun
Easterlings in favour of
the Corsairs.
The early battles in
the east had all the Long
Rider settlements burned
down by turn three but
Khand lost their back up
capital on turn two, most
of the rest of their
settlements by turn five
and seem to have gone
bankrupt about then,
though the idea that they
were playing dead caused
grave concern.
Unfortunately things
did not go so well
elsewhere with the strike
towards Lorien foiled by
the destruction of the Long Rider army in a duel and
all the decent artefacts being in the far north west,
most of these ended in the hands of the Free Peoples,
either by getting there first or by stealing them from
us after we'd got them. Then, just when we were
deciding Khand had indeed gone, Theoden killed one
third of our sickness team in a duel at Isengard and
threatened the White Wizard capital, the turn before
we gave him a back up.
With the score at one all and the elves greatly
increasing the pressure on the Witch King and the
Dragon Lord things looked a little grim however
Gondor had made what turned out to be a crucial
error at Osgiliath (which had been the usual charnel
house for the first few turns) by allowing an Ice
King army commander to destroy the bridge there
depriving the Gondorians of crucial reinforcements.
Ignoring the bleating of the Dragon Lord we
marshalled armies and agents for an attack on Pelargir
which succeeded in capturing the major town on
turn twelve and this allowed Dark Servant forces to
overrun Gondor over the next five turns.
By this time the game had swung back towards
us elsewhere, although the Dragon Lord remained
under pressure the mysterious bankruptcy of the
Rangers around turn 8 had saved the Witch King since we hadn't done anything to the Rangers this
event still mystifies us, our best theory being that
***** was on the Free Peoples team. The Dwarves
and Northmen were throwing armies into the back

of Mordor like they were going out of fashion but they
were being kept under control by frantic raising of
armies and agents Scouting Army so that their total
effect was only to burn down a few camps and give us
a headache.
On turn thirteen a Dog Lord army arrived at
Imladris having been thwarted at Lothlorien by extra
fortifications and the settlement disappearing again right
when we'd revealed it. With Imladris a smoking ruin,
the Noldo apparently eliminated, South Gondor totally
overrun and our curses team and agents finally making
an impact the writing was on the wall, the Free Peoples
played gamely on but when a Dark Lieutenant cavalry
army took the Northman capital they gave up and I
think quite rightly so.
It seemed that the Free
Peoples failed to capitalise
on their early advantage
while we were able to
concentrate on important
targets with the resources of
several nations while
providing the bare minimum
of help to our weaker
powers. The unforced
bankruptcy of the Rangers
was probably the key event,
although the failure to
destroy the bridge at Pelargir
was also significant.
Thanks for the game,
rematch anyone?

Fourth Age, Game 149
But for both kingdoms and
the lonely Ash Princess, the
world was once again on the
brink of war for each was
either an avowed Servant or
Free.
This, the South King knew all too well. But the
choice he made was not a consequence of the various
emmissaries, treading his halls. With only the inner
council as witness, the choice was made weighting two
rings. On one hand was the ring of Barahir, infused
with his spirit, on the other was the ring of the Witch
King, crafted with his malice. Which ring to don and
which to drop was foremost in the South King's mind.
In the end, Barahir's ring fell to the ground, as a
result war engulfed the whole of middle-earth once
more within three fortnight.
Both kingdoms suffered grevious blows. To the
north, the Servant heralded by the Bernicii, Loqueris
and Sparteans made, time after time, mincemeat of the
North kingdom. To the South the Free led the charge
against the South Kingdom which, more than once,
was pushed to the brink of extinction. The noble Shayol
Ghul fell under the blows of the Frees early on.
But, under the wise guidance of the Dark Council,
troops and help poured forth northward and eastward.
After a long stalemate, troops of the Morgwaith and
Rhubellions, made way up North while the honey
tongues of their emmissaries made converts. Soon the
Archon reavers, and the Ankor Mabul, once mighty
nations, were no more. Blades dispensed of Frees
heroes like there were no tomorrow.
After a last resort attempt to gain all of the coveted
strategic towns, Free nation after Free nation crumbled.
In the end, the most spirited team held the field;
the hand of Sauron covers the land once more.

A Valiant Defence
by Dave Tomley
The attack of the Pirates had been an unwelcome event for the Quiet
Ones. Only the amazing bravery of the very people themselves had
managed to allow enough time for plans to be set in place, which would
lead to this moment. Men women and children had manned the walls
along with the local militia. Whole buildings had been ripped apart by
bare hands to provide the improvised missiles, which rained down on
the heads of the attacking Pirates like hail in a winter's storm.
Old people had leapt from the walls to their deaths, plunging onto
ladders filled with troops, using their body weight as a weapon. For
every grandmother or grandfather that performed the ultimate sacrifice,
at least three invaders would fall, broken to the hard earth below.
Women and children would bite, kick and scratch each invader,
distracting them so a member of the militia could close with a more lethal
attack. Many were the enemy weapons left sheathed in the bodies of
women and children before their owners could be cut down.
On every part of the walls, at every moment, a new hero or heroine
was born. Aranoush Fairwind, seamstress, who led her local sewing
group armed with sharpened needles. Seeing a group of pirates starting
to make a foothold on the west wall, she led her ladies in a charge so
vicious that it saw the death of six hardened warriors and the blindness
of two others, even before help could arrive. Fifteen of the seventeen
ladies did not survive the fight or the wounds received during it. Aranoush
herself was cut almost in two by the frenzied sword strokes of the
warrior whose eyes she had just impaled on her needles.
Kieran Harn, a lowly constable discovered that he had a darker side.
He reached a berserk rage and threw himself against the enemy. None
could stand before him and no injury could stop him. When finally the
loss of blood overcame him, he followed in the footsteps of his elders
and threw himself over the wall, dragging two Pirates to their doom in
the process.
Six times the pirates came, and six times they were repelled. The last
was enough to see their spirits broken, driven from the walls by the will
and courage of ordinary people. That enemy that survived retreated to
their camps and began an ineffectual siege.
Reinforcements were despatched to break the siege, but the journey
was long. Their arrival six weeks later was greeted by muted cheers, for
hot on their heels came a huge army of pirates, twice the size of that
which had gone before.
The people could not hope to hold. Many had already fled down
the river in boats and those who remained, even bolstered as they were
by regular soldiers knew that they could not hope to repeat their earlier
successes.
Once again, the masses lined the walls. Once again the pirates
attacked.
Like a dark tide they swept against the walls. Long ladders in the
hundreds fell against the western wall and up each swarmed an endless
line of warriors. They were met with a wall of hatred and grim
determination, but against such numbers this could never be enough.
The first attack was repulsed at fearful cost. At least two pirates
died for the loss of each man on the wall, but the sheer numbers had
repeatedly driven breaches in the defences and the reserves had already
been committed to plug the gaps.
The orders were given to retreat to the docks and take ship up-river
to safety. A few brave men, many of them bearing serious wounds,
volunteered to stay and give the pretence of the walls being manned. In
readiness for the expected retreat, the streets had been turned into a
defensive maze with bottlenecks and ambush points that would hinder
the greater numbers of attackers and buy time for the fleeing civilians.
So the rout began. Almost 15,000 citizens had remained in the city,
mainly women children and the elderly. A mere 900 warriors remained
to defend them, of who 200 were militia, now veterans, bitter with
hatred for the loss of their homes and the death that they had seen.
Outside the walls, nearly 6000 Pirates prepared for the next assault.

Part 2 - The Challenge
The evacuation had barely started when sails were sighted at the
mouth of the river. A pirate fleet; transports for the besieging troops and
their escorts. If allowed to draw near they would turn the river into a
flow of blood. Some hurried preparations had been made to deal with
this eventuality, but nobody could have predicted that the entire Corsair
fleet would arrive. Resigned to their fate, the five warships and five
transports that made up the pride of the Quiet One's fleet left the
harbour and moved to block the river.
The transports had been filled with oil and were to be chained together
across the river, forming a blockage behind which the warships could lay
at anchor as mobile firing platforms for the extra catapults that had been
loaded aboard.
Instead a different opportunity presented itself when the flagship
of the corsair fleet, the Black Swan was spotted near the front of the
advancing fleet.
Lord Ardan Blacktooth, commander of the flotilla ordered that two
of the fire ships be lit and sailed towards the enemy fleet with the aim of
keeping the Black Swan between them. He himself would sail the Hooded
Eye straight for the enemy flagship in a challenge to whatever Pirate
Lord was in command.
As expected, the Black Swan moved to pass between the fire ships,
desperate to avoid the flames that could cripple her. Before she could
re-orient, the Hooded Eye was onto her. Rocks and bolts passed between
the two ships as they approached each other, the commander of the
Black Swan steering to cut the wind from his opponents sail so that the
weaker ship could be slowed and torn apart by the rest of the fleet. It
looked like the plan would work, but at the last possible moment Ardan
swung the rudder around and committed the unthinkable by sailing the
Hooded Eye directly into the Black Swan.
With a crack that sounded like thunder the two ships collided. On
board the Hooded Eye sailors sprang up from hiding and threw their
grappling hooks, binding the two damaged ships together. Ardan and
the best of his fighters were already boarding the Black Swan.
Despite the surprise move, the Swan's crew were swift to react.
They did not crew the flagship without having a high degree of skill and
ferocity. Ardan's original plan of reaching their commander swiftly was
soon quashed as a fierce battle broke out on the main deck. He could see
his adversary, a tall effeminate looking man, watching the fight intently
from the Quarterdeck, obviously content to let his crew deal with the
threat. None could doubt that they would eventually be successful,
their weight of numbers gradually wearing down the boarders. Other
ships were drawing closer to offer their support. The fight could not
last much longer.
At that moment a series of cries rang out and several of their
opponents were distracted, fatally in a few cases. The Swan rocked
violently as the result of another impact. Those fighting stumbled and
lost their balance. In the time taken to recover, the crew of the Eye
grabbed their opportunity and ran from the conflict, flinging themselves
over the rail of the ship. On board the Swan, the strange actions of the
Eye's crew caused momentary consternation. A small merchant vessel
had rammed the Swan. The damage was slight and although oil barrels
sat on the deck of the merchantman, they would prove ineffective at
starting a fire on the Swan within any length of time that would prove
dangerous to the flagship.
Whilst these considerations were taking place, a sailor on the
merchantman lifted the cover of the main hatch and threw in a burning
brand. The bottom of the hold had been filled with a thin layer of oil, but
of greater danger was the grain dust floating in the air. The ship was a
grain transporter, previously quarantined until the dust could be cleared.
Its potential had quickly been spotted and now it finally fulfilled its
task.
The torch lit the oil, which ignited the grain dust, blowing the ship to
pieces. The explosion ripped the side out of the Swan, shrapnel killing
many of those on deck. Those who did not die found themselves on a

rapidly sinking ship. With the fleet around them their chance of being
saved was good so there was no great panic as the remaining crew took
to the water to avoid being dragged under by the ship's suction. The few
remaining sailors from the Hooded Eye were waiting for them.
In traditional fashion, the last to leave the sinking flagship was the
Pirate leader. Water was already beginning to lap at his feet as he
removed his coat and hat, ready to join his crew in the melee that
continued in the water around him. He was reaching into his belt for a
knife, more suitable for combat whilst swimming, when the sword
exploded through his chest.
Ardan Blacktooth smiled as his adversary fell to the flooded deck,
the lifeblood pouring from the hole in his chest. Confusion had been
sown in the enemy fleet. Rather than continue up the river after the
fleeing populace ships were stopping and trying to come to their flagship's
assistance. Every moment they wasted would let more people escape.
He dropped his sword into the water and raised his hands in surrender.
Taking prisoners would delay them further, at least if he didn't drown
when this ship went down.
.

A Winter Quiz
Following the success of of the midsummer Riddle Competition, News from Bree now issues a challenge to allr eaders in the form of the
Winter Quiz. All questions are Tolkien related (naturally), mostly based on the Professor's books, though one or two may be based more
on the recent trilogy of films by Peter Jackson. As usual there are prizes on offer, including free MEPBM turns, a year's free
subscription to Flasghip, and copies of David Day's book, "A Guide to Tolkien". (Because of postage costs this latter prize is
available to UK based players only - other players will receive a free MEPBM turn). All tied entries will be determined by a draw from
a hat.

All answers should be sent to News from Bree and NOT to ME Games Ltd.
By post to: 2a Guinea Street, Exeter, EX1 1BS
By email to: nfbree@yahoo.co.uk
In order to reduce the admin work for ME Games, all entries must give your real name and either a snail mail address, or an email address by
which you may be contacted should you win a prize that needs to be sent out postally.

The Quiz
The questions start easier, but may get a little harder ....

PART ONE
1: What was Pippin's full name?
2: How many members may a Company have in MEPBM?
3: In Peter Jackson's film trilogy, what role did John Rhys-Davis play, in addition to
Gimli?
4: Who are the children of Elrond?
5: From MEPBM, name three towns owned by Cardolan at the start of the 1650 scenario.
PART TWO
1: Who is the only cast member of Peter Jackson's film trilogy to have met Tolkien?
2: Name Eomer's mother.
3: If a character in MEPBM has as many spells he can learn, how many orders will he
have to issue to reduce that number to zero?
4: What is the elven name for Pipeweed?
5: Which is the odd one out? Incanus, Curunir, Mithrandir, Lathspell, Tharkun.
PART THREE
1: Name the Towers of the Teeth that guarded Moranon.
2: What do the Orcs call the Woses?
3: Name the three eldest Ents.
4: What was the original Dwarvish name for the city under the Blue Mountains known
to the elves as Belegost?
5: Name the last of the six Elvish seasons.

All entries must arrive by February 21st 2004

